The importance of the concept of primitive ideals of associative rings consists in the well-known theorem stating that every semisimple ring A is a subdirect sum of primitive rings Bv, where a ring A is called semisimple ( tion of all quasi-primitive ideals. There are two proofs of this fact in [7] , an entirely elementary proof without quasi-regular element and irreducible modules, and (in a footnote) a second short proof with quasi-regular elements too.
In my note [7] some open problems on quasi-primitive ideals are mentioned, which have recently been solved completely by Dr. Steinfeld. He has shown that the concepts of primitivity and quasi-primitivity of ideals of arbitrary associative rings must coincide. Using a lemma which is proved but not explicitly announced in [7] , Dr. Steinfeld has proved that there exists for every fixed quasi-modular maximal right ideal R of A an element X of A for which the right ideal quotient Rx= {x}-1i? is a modular maximal right ideal of A such that A~1R=A~1Rx=(xA)~1R, which means that every quasi-primitive ideal Q=A~1R is by Q = A~1RX also primitive in A.
This result of Dr. Steinfeld can be sharpened as follows:
Theorem. // R is a quasi-modular maximal right ideal of an arbitrary associative ring, and if xEA is an arbitrary element of A with the condition xER< then the quasi-primitive ideal Q = A~1R coincides with the primitive ideal Px = A~1RX = (xA)~xR of A (instead of a single x for any xER)-Proof. In my note [7] it is shown that Rx= {x}~1R is a modular maximal right ideal of A for every quasi-modular maximal right ideal R of A and for every xEA with xER-Namely, Rx= {x}_1R is a right ideal of A. By the quasi-modularity of R, A2+R = A, and therefore we obtain RA~1 = R; that is, xA+R = A for any xER, By xA+R = A and A((xA)~1R) = (xA+R)((xA)-1R)QR one has on one side (xA^RCA^R.
On the other hand the condition yEA~lR implies by A_1R = (xA +i?)-1i? obviously xAyQR, that is y E (xA )~XR, and thus holds A~XR= (xA)~xR for every xER (xEA). But one has almost trivially (xA)~1R = A~1{x}~1R = A~1Rx too, which means that Q = A~1R = (xA)~1R and PX = A~1RX must be for every xfji? the same primitive ideals of A. Q.E.D.
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